
Ванредни испит из енглеског језика – испитивач Игор Столић 

Испит се састоји од усменог и писменог дела. На усменом делу, ученик чита и преводи једну од 

лекција из уџбеника, а потом одговара на три питања из одабране лекције (по избору испитивача). 

На писменом делу ученик ради тест из граматике, а области које долазе у обзир су наведене испод. 

 

IV РАЗРЕД 

Писмени део испита 

Области из граматике које долазе у обзир на писменом делу испита: 

- Tenses: Present simple 

- Tenses: Present continuous 

- Tenses: Past simple 

- Tenses: Past continuous 

- Tenses: Present perfect simple 

- Tenses: Present perfect continuous 

- Tenses: Past perfect simple 

- Tenses: Past perfect continuous 

- Tenses: Future simple 

- Reported speech  

- Passive voice 

- Conditionals (I, II, III) 

- Modal verbs and modal verbs in the past (can, could, should, must, might, could have, should have…)  

- Articles (the, a/an) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Усмени део испита 

Лекције и питања на усменом делу испита налазе се у уџбенику Headway, advanced student’s book, 

3rd edition, Oxford university press који се може бесплатно преузети са линка: hitfile.net/QgEuW6t 

Списак лекција и питања: 

Unit 1 – Our land is your land! - Tales from Ellis Island 

- Why does Wells call Ellis Island ‘this filter od immigrant humanity’? 

- What words and images does Wells use to illustrate the huge numbers of people? 

- What do you learn about the way the people were processed? 

- How would you answer Wells’ final question? What has it all amounted to? 

- What is the role of the commissioners? How do they treat the immigrants? 

- What do you learn about the families and background of the immigrants? 

- How do people generally react to immigrants? Why do you think they react like this? 

- Do you have many immigrants in your country? Which countries do they come from? 

- What causes people to emigrate? Is there any country you would like to emigrate to? Why? 

- What is the difference between a refugee, an illegal immigrant, an asylum seeker, an immigrant? 

- Give your definitions for the following words: citizen, brim, admit, pronounce, intention, native 

Unit 3 – Big business – Eat, sleep, buy, die 

- What do you understand by globalization and consumerism? What are their pros and cons? 

- Only a small percentage of the world’s population live in rich countries, but they consume most of the 

world’s resources. What do you make of this? 

- The global economy puts no value on morality, only profit. Do you agree or disagree? Elaborate! 

- Counties in the industrialized West exploit workers in poorer countries. Is there any way to justify this? 

- What do you understand by the following words and phrases: men in suits, prosperous society, hunger 

that cannot be satiated, labor-saving devices, hassling for, go into stalemate, break the cycle? 

- What are some of the examples of craziness in the world that Jonathan Rowe mentions? Can you add 

more? 

- What do you think are Jonathan Rowe’s attitudes to the following – multinational corporations, anti-

globalization protesters, economists, population and the environment, Western banks, companies who 

use cheap labor in poor countries. 

Unit 8 – Altered images – Walt Disney – The man behind the mouse 

http://hitfile.net/QgEuW6t


- What first impression do you get of Walt Disney’s childhood? 

- In what ways was Walt Disney a workaholic? What drove him? 

- Successful people often have unhappy childhoods. Why is this? Do you know any examples? 

- Are there features that all creative geniuses have in common? 

- Compare the lives of Walt Disney and Joe Downing. 

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the article: sneak, nostalgic, forge, overnight, oversee, 

betray, fits of rage, prolific, strike, drive, lose sight of 

- What Disney films can you name?  

Unit 9 – History lessons – I was there… 

- The eruption of Vesuvius: retell the story and explain its significance 

- The first radio signal across the Atlantic: retell the story and explain its significance 

- The first flight across the Channel: retell the story and explain its significance 

- The Titanic: from a lifeboat: retell the story and explain its significance 

- The first man on the Moon: retell the story and explain its significance 

- Which major events have there been over the last hundred years? What events are in the news at the 

moment? 

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the first article: umbrella pine, violent, panic-stricken, 

mob of people, thorough, earthquake, magnify, plunge into darkness,  

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the second article: mid-day, crude, amplifier, 

anticipation, justify, traverse, enormous, impede, curvature 

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the third article: at someone’s disposal, revolution, 

overtake, supreme, course, respond, whirl, compatriot, overwhelmed 

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the fourth article: deck, slant, upward, fearful, stern, 

sink, faint, rescue, swarm 

- Explain the meaning of the words and phrases in the fifth article: spectacular, circular, illuminate, 

hospitable, host, surface, develop, experiment, toss away, pungent, gunpowder, dust 

Unit 10 – The body beautiful – The age of sport 

- What sports are Brazilians, Chinese, Kenyans, Russians, and African-Americans renowned for? Why, do 

you think? 

- Who is the most highly-paid athlete in your country? In the world? 

- What is the biggest sporting event in your country? In the world? 



- ‘Sport knew its place’. What does this mean? Why doesn’t it know its place anymore? 

- How has TV changed sport? Has this change been beneficial or not? 

- In what ways are most sports stars like everyone else? 

- What is the correlation between modern sport stars and ancient gladiators? 

- What can sport offer that a rock concert can’t? 

- What is special about the Olympics and the World Cup? 

- Work out the meanings of the following words in the article: ubiquitous, proliferation, investment, 

obsession, fame, fortune, spontaneous, gut-wrenching, accompanied, public figure, disillusioned 

- Do you agree that our culture is obsessed by sport? 

- Which sporting events are taking place now? Do you think there is too much sport in the worls? Too 

much sport on television? 

- ‘As individuals become rich, sport becomes impoverished.’ Can you think of any examples that support 

this opinion? 

- Who are the sports icons of the moment? Why are they famous? 

- Who do you think is more interested in sport, men or women? Why? 

Unit 11 – The ends of the earth – Three island stories 

- Greenland, the largest island in the world. Retell the story. 

- Explain the meaning of the following words: haunting, landscape, iceberg, bloodthirsty, cunning, 

establish, settlement, embodiment, fund, prospect, subside 

- Tristan da Cunha, the remotest island in the world. Retell the story. 

- Explain the meaning of the following words: remote, toss, coastline, crown, permanent, comprise, 

magnificent, proud, hospitable, dialect 

- Zanzibar, the most exotic island in the world. Retell the story. 

- Explain the meaning of the following words: conjure up, slave, spice, plenty, temperate, estimate, 

indicate, pure 

- Compare the three islands. 

  



Ванредни испит из енглеског језика – испитивач Александра Стевановић 

Граматика 

1. Present simple tense vs Present continuous tense 

2. Past simple tense vs Past continuous tense  

3. Present perfect tense vs Present perfect continuous tense 

4. Past perfect tense vs Past simple tense 

5. Present simple passive vs Present continuous passive 

6. Past simple passive vs Present perfect passive 

7. Past continuous passive vs Past perfect passive 

8. Multiple choice cloze, exercises 

9. Gerund or infinitive form of the verb 

10. Error correction, exercises 

11. Reported speech, reporting questions 

12. Reported speech, the sequence of tenses 

13. Conditional sentences 

14. Modal verbs in the past 

15. Vocabulary, wordbuilding exercises 

 

Разговор - конверзација 

1. Speak about your interests, hobbies, favorite activities 

2. Compare the two pictures you are shown 

3. Speak about your plans for the future 

4. How do you see the future of our planet? 

5. Speak about your family (describe some members) 

6. Speak about a famous person that you admire 

7. Speak about your most memorable journey 
Ђаци прво одговарају текст, који је претходно задат, затим извлаче два питања, 

једно из области граматике, друго као повод за разговор на задату тему.  

 

Стевановић Александра 
 

 

 


